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About Del Viento

Del Viento Horse Hair Jewellery is based in Cambridgeshire, UK. Our horse hair jewel-

lery range evolved from creating pieces of personalised jewellery from our own four 

paso fino horses’ tails. Having created many different designs for ourselves we started 

making pieces for friends. Horse hair bracelets and necklaces are such a personal link 

with your horse or pony and are a unique reminder of that special bond we have with 

our equine friends.

Our range of custom made horse hair jewellery is made using the hair from your own 

horse’s tail. Each piece is made to order, designed and finished to meet your personal 

requirements. Horse hair jewellery also makes a perfect gift. 

From Shire horses to Shetland ponies we can hand craft a piece for you.

The jewellery is made from your horse’s tail hair - just choose your favourite design 

from our range of bracelets, pendants, necklaces, earrings and charms. Each piece is 

created by hand and made individually to order. 
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Sterling Silver Rings

Sterling Silver Adjustable Rings

Our sterling silver rings are available in several styles.
The band on every ring is adjustable to fit different size 
fingers. The setting has a few strands of hair encapsulated 
in clear resin. Ideal memento when you don’t have 
access to a lot of hair. As well as horse hair we can also 
encapsulate most pet hair including dog or cat hair. 

Plain round ring

8mm diameter setting
Band size: adjustable band
Sterling SilverItem: R08ER

Sterling Silver Ornate oval

Clear 10mm x 8mm cabochon
Band size: adjustable band
Sterling Silver

Item: R05KER

Sterling Silver Plain oval ring

10mm x 15mm setting
Band size: adjustable band
Sterling Silver

Item: R07ER

Sterling Silver Scalloped round 
ring

10mm diameter setting
Band size: adjustable band
Sterling Silver

Item: R06CAV
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Sterling Silver Bracelets

A new range of sterling silver bracelets, pendants, lockets, ear rings, stock pins, rings, charms made with your own horse’s hair. 
These beautiful sterling silver pieces are crafted in a number of different styles. Each piece has a small amount of your horse’s hair 
encapsulated in clear resin. We can also make pieces with hair from most pets; cats, dogs, rabbits. Every piece is made to order 
and the process usually takes about one to two weeks. You can also have letters and small charms embedded in the jewellery.

These pieces of jewellery work best with dark hair, light or white hair can be used but is not as easy to see.

Sterling Silver Celtic Style Bracelet

Your horse hair is set in four individual sterling silver 
settings which are linked by Celtic inspired links. The 
bracelet has a lobster claw fastening.

Length: 185mm
Number of settings: 4
Setting size: 12mm x 9mm
Sterling Silver

Item: B01CAV

Sterling Silver Bracelet - Ten Round 
Setting

This sterling silver bracelet has ten individual round 
settings. Ideal for setting hair from a number of horses or 
you want to include initials in some of the settings. The 
bracelet has a lobster claw fastening.

Length: 175mm
Number of settings: 10
Setting size: 8mm diameter
Sterling Silver

Item: B02CAV

Sterling Silver Bracelet - Three 
Cabochons

This bracelet has three clear cabochons set in a lovely solid 
link sterling silver bracelet. The cabochons are clear and 
hold a few strands of your horse’s hair, the settings are 
un-backed so the cabochons reflect the colour of your skin. 
The bracelet has a lobster claw fastening.

Length: 190mm
Number of settings: 3
Setting size: 10mm x 8mm
Sterling Silver

Item: B03CAV
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Sterling Silver Range

Sterling Silver Bracelet/Bangle

Sterling silver bangle style bracelet with a Celtic inspired 
setting containing your horse’s hair. The bangle wire is also 
sterling silver.

Length: 190mm
Number of settings: 1
Setting size: 10mm x 8mm
Sterling Silver.

Item: BB04KER

Sterling Silver Horse Hair Earrings

Two styles of ear rings for pierced ears: a beautiful, elegant 
Celtic loop design and an oval stud with scalloped edges, 
both in 100% sterling silver.

Celtic loop

Size: 25mm long (excludes pin)
Sterling silver

Item: ER25CAV

Sterling Silver Horse Hair Charm

If you already have a charm bracelet then the is the perfect 
addition. The charm is sterling silver and contains a few 
strands of hair set in clear resin.

Round charm: 10 mm diameter
Setting: Sterling Silver
Lobster clasp; Sterling silver

Item: CH11ZDP

Sterling Silver Horse Hair Earrings

Oval Stud

Size: 10mm x 8mm
Sterling silver
Item: ER13KER
Price:£25

Item: ER13KER
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Sterling Silver Stock Pins

Sterling Silver Stock Pins

Small headed pin style and larger broach style in sterling 
silver, have your horse’s hair set into one of these pins. 
These can have as much or as little hair set in them as 
you require. The broach style examples shown here are 
all completely clear and will show the stock through 
the cabochon, we can optionally create a solid white 
background in the cabochon.

Pin - Flat oval
Setting size: 10mm x 8mm
Pin length: 45mm
Sterling silverItem: SP23KER

Sterling Silver Stock pin - Large

Cabochon size: 40mm x 30mm
Sterling silver

Item: SP29CAV

Sterling Silver Pin - Raised Oval

Setting size: 13mm x 11mm
Pin length 35mm
Sterling silver

Item: SP24CAV

Sterling Silver Stock pin - Medium

Cabochon size: 25mm x 18mm
Sterling silver

Item: SP30CAV
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Sterling Stock pins & Lockets

Sterling Silver Stock pin - Ornate

Cabochon size: 18mm x 13mm
Overall width: 32mm
Sterling silver

Item: SP28CAV

Sterling Silver Oval Locket

Setting size: 20mm x 15mm
Sterling silver
45cm (18 inch) curb chain
Item: NL18CAV

Item: NL18CAV

Sterling Silver Round Locket

Two styles of locket in sterling silver, round and oval, have 
your horse’s hair set into the outside of the locket and put 
two small photos in the inside.

Setting size: 25mm
Sterling silver
45cm (18 inch) curb chain

Item: NL17CAV

Sterling Silver Small Stock pin

Cabochon size: 14mm x 10mm
Overall Width: 40mm
Sterling silver
Item: SP31IC

Item: SP31IC
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Sterling Silver Pendants

Sterling Silver Horse Hair Pendants

We offer a range or options for different style of sterling 
silver horse hair pendants. All settings are solid sterling 
silver, a few strands of your horse’s hair are encapsulated in 
clear resin in a minimalist design. Necklace style pendants 
are supplied with a sterling silver chain.

Single round pendant

Setting 20 mm diameter
45cm (18 inch) curb chain

Item: N10ZDP

Sterling Silver Triple pendant

Setting diameters: 18mm, 12mm, 10mm.
45cm (18 inch) box chain

Item: N09ZDP

Sterling Silver Ornate Oval Pendant

Setting length: 35mm
45cm (18 inch) curb chain

Item: N21CAV

Sterling Silver ‘Key’ Pendant

A few strands of your horse’s hair are encapsulated in clear 
resin in a minimalist design. Necklace style pendants are 
supplied with a sterling silver chain.

Setting length: 43mm
45cm (18 inch) curb chain

Item: N15CAV
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Sterling Silver Pendants

Sterling Silver Pendants

We offer a range or options for different style of sterling 
silver horse hair pendants. All settings are solid sterling 
silver, a few strands of your horse’s hair are encapsulated in 
clear resin in a minimalist design. 

The pendants on this page are supplied without a chain. 

Sterling silver chains are available to purchase separately

Medium & Small Oval Pendants

Medium Oval Pendant

Setting length: 18mm
Without chain

Small Oval Pendant

Setting length: 15mm
Without chain

Item: NWC16CAV

Item: NWC16CAV

Tear Drop & Small Round Pendants

Tear Drop Pendant

Setting length: 15mm
Without chain

Small Round Pendant

Setting diameter: 7mm
Without chain

Item: NWC22CAV

Item: NWC22CAV
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Braided Horse Hair Bracelets

Slim flat or round braid bracelets 
with charm

This horse hair bracelet can be made in a three or four 
strand braid for either a flat or rounded bracelet. The clasp 
can be either a magnetic fastening or an adjustable hook 
and chain. The charm can be a bead, initial letter or a horse 
charm.

Four or three strand braid
Magnetic or adjustable hook and chain
Optional charms, initial letter(s) or beads

Item: B001

Slim flat braid bracelet,  
silver cut-away ornament

This slim, three strand braid with a single distinctive 
silver cut-away tube is one of our personal favourites. It 
is delicate enough to wear with anything and has a very 
contemporary feel to it. The bracelet can be supplied 
with either a magnetic clasp or conventional clasp with 
adjustable chain.

We think this design works best with a snug fit on your 
wrist.

Item: B004

Slim flat or round braid bracelets

For one, two or four hair colours please choose the four 
strand braid, for one or three colours please choose the 
three strand braid.

Picture shows flat bracelet with adjustable clasp fastening 
and round bracelet with magnetic fastening.

Item: B002 and B001

A custom made horse hair bracelet makes a perfect memento or gift for horsey friends or family. Our bracelets range from slim, 
elegant, flat braids to thicker round four strand braids. The four strand braids are particularly effective when using hair from two 
horses in different colours. Bracelets can also have additional beads, letters or charms added if required. Magnetic or adjustable 
hook and chain clasps available. 
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Braided Horse Hair Bracelets

Medium flat braid bracelet

This medium thickness flat braid can be supplied plain, 
with a simple ring ornament, plain silver beads or Tibetan 
beads. Simple, minimal design, available with magnetic or 
adjustable hook and chain fastening.

The three strand braid design works best with either a 
single horse’s hair or three - we don’t recommend two 
colours in this design.

Shown left, Tibetan beads.

Item: B013

Slim flat braid bracelet,  
silver cut-away ornament

This slim, three strand braid with a single distinctive 
silver cut-away tube is one of our personal favourites. It 
is delicate enough to wear with anything and has a very 
contemporary feel to it. The bracelet can be supplied 
with either a magnetic clasp or conventional clasp with 
adjustable chain.

We think this design works best with a snug fit on your 
wrist.

Item: B006

Medium flat braid bracelet

Medium thickness flat braid with plain silver beads.

Simple, minimal design, available with magnetic or 
adjustable hook and chain fastening

Item: B011

Slim flat braid bracelet,  
silver cut-away ornament

As above.

Item: B006
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Braided Horse Hair Bracelets

Medium round braid bracelet

This medium thickness round braid is a four strand braid 
and is suitable for either single colour or two colour hair. 
The examples shown use tail hair from a grey and a bay 
horse. The four strand bracelet provides a slightly thicker 
chunkier finish than the flat braid.

This bracelet can be with or without ornaments, the 
example left shows silver Tibetan beads and plain heart 
charm and gem rings and gem encrusted heart charms. This 
design is available with magnetic or adjustable hook and 
chain fastening.
 Item: B018

Medium round braid bracelet

Medium thickness round four strand braid suitable for 
either single colour or two colour hair.

The example left shows a plain braid with a twist/magnetic 
lock. 

Item: B021

Medium round braid bracelet

Medium thickness round four strand braid suitable for 
either single colour or two colour hair.

This bracelet can be with or without ornaments, the 
example left shows gem rings and gem encrusted heart 
charms. 

This design is available with magnetic or adjustable hook 
and chain fastening.

Item: B020

Medium flat braid bracelet, gold

This medium thickness flat braid can be supplied 
unadorned or with a gold plate ring ornament. Elegant, 
classic design, available with magnetic or adjustable hook 
and chain fastening.

The three strand braid design works best with either a 
single horse’s hair or three - we don’t recommend two 
colours in this design.

Item: B016
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Key Rings and Bag & Phone Charms

Horse Hair Key ring - Gold

Gold colour key ring

Item: GKR02

Horse Hair Key ring - Silver

The horse hair key ring can be made with an attached key 
ring or with a small hook/clasp that can be used to attach 
to your keys. The key ring can be supplied in silver or gold 
finishes. This is an ideal gift for men or women and can be 
made from smaller amounts of horse hair.

Show left key ring in silver finish.

Item: SKR01

Horse Hair Bag or Phone Charm

Small but perfectly formed! The horse hair bag charm / 
phone charm is presented in silver with a fine cord suitable 
for attaching to bags, phone or iPad cases. A lovely little 
reminder of your equine friend. 

Great gift for men and women.

Item: SBC03

Horse hair jewellery comes in many shapes and sizes, key ring and charms can be made up from smaller amounts of horse hair, 
charms are ideal for bags and mobile phones. Ideal if you can’t take long sections of tail hair. Key rings and key charms are also 
perfect for men and women. The bag or phone charm is the ideal small memento that fits in anywhere.
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Horse Hair Necklaces

Horse hair choker necklace

Medium thickness, round braid horse hair choker style 
necklace with silver horseshoe charm.

This choker style horse hair necklace can be supplied plain, 
or as show with a small horse shoe charm.

The four strand braid works well with one, two or four tail 
colours.

Adjustable chain clasp

Options: Silver Tibetan bead instead of charmItem: N001

Item: N001
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Resin Horse Hair Jewellery

Resin Horse Hair Pendant Necklaces

These clear resin pendants are made to order with your own 
horse’s hair. The small teardrop pendant is faceted and is 
ideal for small quantities of hair. The oblong pendant can 
contain long hairs or can be crisscrossed with small hair.

Small tear drop size: approx 30mm tall
Medium tear drop size: approx 40mm tall
Oblong size: approx 65mm tall
Prices include chain

Shown left:
Small tear drop
Medium tear drop
Oblong

Item: SPRST

Resin Horse Hair Key Rings

These clear resin key rings can be made in three sizes: 
small oval, medium heart and large faceted tear drop.

Shown left:
Small oval size: 19mm x 23mm
Medium heart size: 34mm
Large tear drop size: 27mm x 65mm

Small charms can be added on request
Dog Paw key ring also available on request

Resin jewellery and ornaments are the perfect way to preserve the hair of your horse or pet. These resin key rings, bracelets and 
pendants only require a small amount of hair so they are ideal when you don’t have enough for a bracelet. Each piece is made to 
order and the process takes about a week. You can also have letters and small charms embedded in the jewellery.

Our range includes clear resin items as in the photo above, and also bracelets and pendants which are made on a silver plated 
backing as show in the photo below.

Resin jewellery works best with dark hair, light or white hair can be used but is not as easy to see. As shown in our range below 
resin jewellery is not just limited to horse hair, you can encapsulate dog hair, cat hair, virtually any hair.

Item: SPRST

Item: SKRSO Item: SKRH Item: SKLTD

Item: SPRMT Item: SPRO
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Resin Horse Hair bracelets

Large square link bracelet

Your horse hair or pet hair is encapsulated in clear 
resin over a hand finished pearlescent background. The 
individual bracelets pieces are silver plate. We can make 
the bracelets in four types: 
Large squares, Large circles, small squares and small 
circles.

These pieces catch the light beautifully with the 
background showing off the dark hair to perfection. 

Large square links 25mm sq, length 200mm
Item: SPLSRB

Small square link bracelet

Small square links 10mm sq, length 180mm

Item: SPSSRB

Large round link bracelet

Large round links 25mm diameter, length 200mm

Item: SPLRRB

Small round Charm bracelet

Small round charms 10mm diameter, length 180mm

Item: SPSCRRB
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bracelets & Pendants 

Large round pendant

Your horse hair or pet hair is encapsulated in clear resin 
over a hand painted pearlescent background. The pendants 
are silver plate. We can make large round pendants or 
medium square.

These pieces catch the light beautifully with the 
background showing off the dark hair to perfection 

Large round pendant 40mm diameter

Item: SPLRRN

Medium square pendant

Medium square pendant 25mm square

Item: SPLSRN

Resin Pendant with light hair

Example of a resin pendant made with light hair.

Small round link bracelet

Small round links 10mm diameter, length 180mm

Item: SPSRRB
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Dreamcatchers
Each of our dreamcatchers are individually crafted with a traditional pattern web, the sizes ranging from 10cm to 20cm. The rings 
are bound in leather or suede. Ornaments, beads, feathers and charms are added as requested. Your own horse hair can be incorpo-
rated as tassels or a braid.

Dreamcatchers were made and used by native Americans, it was believed that bad dreams would be caught in the web but good 
dreams would pass through the hole in the centre. These days you will see them hanging in bedrooms all over the world and small 
dreamcatchers worn as pendants. 

Whilst there are different ways of creating the web we prefer the traditional pattern which creates the illusion of everything spiral-
ling into the centre. Feathers and beads are also traditional and we’ve added horse hair tassles - you supply some of your horse’s 
tail hair and we will add it to the dreamcatcher.
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Collecting hair from your horse’s tail

Measuring your wrist for A bracelet

First brush out and clean the tail making sure there are no knots or tangles. Don’t use any conditioners or show-sheen, use mild 
shampoo only. Hair which is tangled, knotted or that is not clean cannot be accepted and it will be returned to you minus postage 
charges.

It is best to take the hair from the centre of the tail, separate a bundle about the thickness of a pencil and tie it tightly with a plait-
ing band/rubber band. For a necklace or bracelet try to take at least 50cm length if possible, for a key ring or charm at least 20cm 
will suffice. With a pair of sharp scissors carefully cut the hair about 1 cm above the rubber band. Take care not to nick your 
horse’s tail! (It’s always better for us to have more length as we have to separate out all the short hairs)

Have a plastic zip-lock bag to hand and coil the hair loosely in the bag. Before posting the hair please write your name, address 
and phone number on a piece of paper and put it in the bag.

Write your return address on the back of the envelope in case it gets lost in the post it can be returned by the Post Office. We also 
recommend that you use one of the Post Office ‘Signed For’ services, this enables you to track your package, it costs a little more 
but we think it’s worth it, particularly if the hair is irreplaceable.

Our address: 3 Manor Court, Kings Ripton, Cambridgeshire, PE28 2NY

Using a fabric tape, measure around your wrist where you want the bracelet to sit. Write down the measurement in mm. Alterna-
tively use string or ribbon and mark where the ends meet. The fit should be comfortable, not tight.

Bracelets are normally supplied about 10 mm larger than your wrist measurement. Bracelets with adjustable hook and chain will 
allow about 30 mm adjustment. Bracelets with magnetic clasps are fixed size.

Taking care of your resin jewellery
Resin can be damaged by certain things, these include:

• Hair spray
• Perfume
• Nail varnish remover

Take care not to allow any of these substances to come into contact with the resin. We recommend that apply any creams or 
makeup before you put your jewellery on.
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